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****UNDER OFFER****

This apartment has 143m2 of incredibly useful living space which is has awesome value whether you're looking to live in
the apartment or invest. It's located in a secure modern complex which has a stunning pool, BBQ and gym area. The
complex is amazingly close to so many things that the modern life requires. Like being across the road from a petrol station
and a small shopping mall. It's nearly in the car park of the Currambine Train station which is useful when you have LOTS of
guests.
Hidden inside this little gem is 2 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. The main bedroom has a built in fan/light with remote which
allows you to control your comfort level and the lighting in the room at your fingertips. The ensuite is a well-kept modern
bathroom. The second bathroom has all the modern features and is larger than the main ensuite and contains the laundry
room which is cleverly tucked away behind closed doors. Sort of secret agent style.
There is a study nook which is cleverly placed to maximize space. Because there is enough room for a desk and enough
shelving to carry a small library. The kitchen has a surprising amount of features in such a small space which has to be seen
to be believed. There is a second floor which can be used for so many things like activity, a second study office, rumpus
room whatever your imagination can come up with really.
My favourite feature of this apartment is the balconies on either side. The first one which is big enough for 2 chairs or 1
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